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ABSTRACT 

Since the development of internet and multimedia, image 

compression is emerging in all the fields like pattern recognition, 

image processing, system modeling, data mining, etc. Compression 

techniques have become the most concentrated area in the fields of 

computer. Image compression is a technique of efficiently coding 

digital image to reduce the number of bits required in representing an 

image. Many image compression techniques presently exist for the 

compression of different types of images. In this paper, Vector 

Quantization based compression technique is established with 

Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means (MFPCM) with repulsion. 
Repulsion technique aims to reduce the intra-cluster distances and 

also increases the inter-cluster distances. The residual codebook is 

used in this proposed approach which eliminates the distortion in the 

reconstructed image and thus enhancing the image quality. Moreover, 

the proposed technique replaces LBG algorithm with the modified 

fuzzy possiblistic c-means algorithm in the codebook generation. 

Experimental results on standard image Lena show that the proposed 

scheme can give a reconstructed image with higher PSNR value than 

the existing image compression techniques. 

 

Keywords 
Image compression, Vector Quantization, Residual Codebook, 

Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means, Repulsion 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Image plays a vital role in many engineering field like pattern 

recognition, image processing, system modeling, data mining and 

many fields. So, it is necessary to compress these images for faster 

transmission and to reduce the storage space without affecting the 

quality of the image.  

Vector Quantization [6] [7] is an effective method for image 

compression. VQ compression system has two parts namely VQ 

encoder and decoder as shown in Fig.1.  
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Fig. 1 (a) VQ Encoder (b) VQ Decoder 

 
In VQ method, the given image is partitioned into a set of non-

overlapping image blocks  of size 4 x 4 pixels 

each and a clustering algorithm, for example Modified Fuzzy 

Probabilistic C-Means with repulsion in the proposed technique, is 

used to generate a codebook  for the given set of 

image blocks. The codebook C comprises of a set of representative 

image blocks called codeword‟s. The VQ encoder calculates a nearest 

match codeword in the codebook for all image block and the index of 

the codeword is passed to VQ decoder. VQ decoder changes the 

index values in the decoding stage with the codeword from the 

codebook and generates the reconstructed image. To achieve low bit 

rate, many VQ schemes like side-match VQ (SMVQ) [9], classified 

SMVQ (CSMVQ) [10] and Gradient dependent SMVQ (GSMVQ) 

[6], have been developed. SMVQ [9] utilizes the high correlation 

between neighboring blocks to achieve low bit rate. It makes use of 

the master codebook C to encode image blocks in the first column 

and first row in advance. 

The further image blocks are encoded using the correlation with the 

adjacent encoded image blocks. For the compression method, 

consider x is the input image block, u and l be the upper and left 

adjacent codeword‟s, the size of the known image block size be k = 

m× n. The side-match distortion of a codeword Y is given as: 
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SMVQ, CSMVQ, GSMVQ and JSPVQ provide the low bit rate 

system but needs high encoding time than VQ method. In this paper, 

an efficient low bit rate image compression scheme is proposed based 

on VQ that makes use of compression of indices of VQ and residual 

codebook with modified fuzzy probabilistic c-means with repulsion 

instead of LGB. This method provides the low bit rate and enhanced 

image quality than SMVQ, CSMVQ, GSMVQ and JPVQ. To 

generate codebook, Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means technique 

is used and to improve the accuracy of clustering repulsion term is 

used.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section II, the 

literature survey is presented. In section III the FPCM scheme is 

described. Proposed technique is described in section IV, 

performance of the proposed system is evaluated in section V and 

section VI concludes the paper with some discussion. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Yanfeng Zhang et al., [1] proposed an Agglomerative Fuzzy K-

means clustering method with automatic selection of cluster number 

(NSS-AKmeans) approach for learning optimal number of clusters 

and for providing significant clustering results. High density areas 

can be detected by the NSS-AKmeans and from these centers the 

initial cluster centers with a neighbor sharing selection approach can 

also be determined. Agglomeration Energy (AE) factor is proposed in 

order to choose an initial cluster for representing global density 

relationship of objects. Moreover, in order to calculate local neighbor 

sharing relationship of objects, Neighbors Sharing Factor (NSF) is 

used. Agglomerative Fuzzy k-means clustering algorithm is then 

utilized to combine these initial centers to get the desired number of 

clusters and create improved clustering results. Experimental 

observations on several data sets have proved that the proposed 

clustering approach was very significant in automatically identifying 

the true cluster number and also providing correct clustering results. 

Xiao-Hong et al., [2] presented a novel approach on Possibilistic 

Fuzzy C-Means Clustering Model Using Kernel Methods. The author 

insisted that fuzzy clustering method is based on kernel methods. 

This technique is said to be kernel possibilistic fuzzy c-means model 

(KPFCM). KPFCM is an improvement in Possibilistic Fuzzy C-

Means (PFCM) model which is superior to fuzzy c-means (FCM) 

model. The KPFCM model is different from PFCM and FCM which 

are dependent on Euclidean distance. The KPFCM model is 

dependent on non-Euclidean distance by implementing kernel 

methods. In addition, with kernel methods the input data can be 

mapped into a high-dimensional attribute space where the nonlinear 

pattern now looks linear. KPFCM can deal with noises or outliers 

superior than PFCM. The KPFCM model is interesting and provides 

better solution. The experimental observation shows that KPFCM 

provides significant performance. 

Zhang Zhe et al., [3] proposed an improved K-Means clustering 

algorithm. K-means algorithm is extensively utilized in spatial 

clustering. The mean value of all the cluster centroid in this technique 

is taken as the Heuristic information; hence it has some demerits such 

as sensitive to the initial centroid and instability. The improved 

clustering algorithm referred to the best clustering centroid which is 

searched during the optimization of clustering centroid. This 

increases the searching probability around the best centroid and 

enhanced the strength of the approach. The experiment is performed 

on two groups of representative dataset and from the experimental 

observation, it is clearly noted that the improved K-means algorithm 

performs better in global searching and is less sensitive to the initial 

centroid. 

Yang et al., [4] puts forth an unlabeled data clustering method using a 

possibilistic fuzzy c-means (PFCM). PFCM is the combination of 

possibilistic c-means (PCM) and fuzzy c-means (FCM), so PFCM is 

able to solve the noise sensitivity issue in FCM, and it facilitates to 

ignore coincident clusters difficulty in PCM with numerical example 

in low-dimensional data sets. PFCM is calculated repeatedly for high-

dimensional data is conducted in this paper and presented a new 

method of PFCM called Hyperspherical PFCM (HPFCM). The goal 

of PFCM function is customized, with the intention that cosine 

similarity measure is integrated in this method. When compared their 

performance with some of the traditional and recent clustering 

algorithms for automatic document categorization the FPCM 

performs better. The study demonstrates HPFCM is capable of 

managing complex high dimensional data sets and attains more stable 

performance.  

Sreenivasarao et al., [5] presented a Comparative Analysis of Fuzzy 

C- Mean and Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C -Mean Algorithms in 

Data Mining. There are various algorithms used to solve the problem 

of data mining. FCM (Fuzzy C mean) clustering algorithm and 

MFPCM (Modified Fuzzy Possibililstic C mean) clustering algorithm 

are comparatively studied. The performance of Fuzzy C mean (FCM) 

clustering algorithm is analyzed and compared it with Modified 

Fuzzy possibilistic C mean approach. Difficulty of FCM and 

MFPCM are measured for different data sets. FCM clustering 

technique is separated from Modified Fuzzy Possibililstic C mean 

and that uses Possibililstic partitioning. The FCM uses fuzzy 

portioning such that a point can fit in to all groups with different 

membership grades between 0 and 1. The author concludes that the 

Fuzzy clustering, which comprise the traditional component of soft 

computing. This approach of clustering is appropriate for managing 

the difficulties related to understandability of patterns, 

incomplete/noisy data, mixed media information and human 

interaction and can offer estimated solutions quicker. The proposed 

approach for the unlabeled data clustering is presented in the 

following section. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 
 

The compression scheme comprises of two components, compression 

of indices and generation of residual codebook. These two 

components are described in the following section. 

 

3.1 Compression of Indices 
While vector quantizing the image blocks, there expected to exist 

high correlation between the neighboring blocks and also between the 

equivalent codeword indices. As a result, coding of indices is done by 

comparing the previous indices; thereby reduction can be attained in 

the bit rate. In Search Order Coding (SOC) [14], a general searching 

method is followed to locate a match for the present index from the 

preceding indices. The search order SO is termed as the order in 

which the current index is compared with the preceding indices.  
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Fig. 2 Searching Order 

 
The SO utilized in [14] is depicted in Fig.2. The label “1” represents 

the highest searching priority, “2” represents the second highest 

priority and so on. To reduce the comparisons of the current index 

with the preceding indices, the searching range (SR) is fixed. The SR 

is the number of preceding indices to be compared with current 

index.  

 

The index of the codeword of a block is encoded utilizing the degree 

of the resemblance of the block with formerly encoded upper or left 

blocks. When the degree of the resemblance of the existing block 

with one of the two formerly encoded blocks is huge, the index of the 

codeword of the block is encoded by utilizing the index of the 

adjacent codeword that is the codeword index of the existing block 

and that of the adjacent blocks are similar. If the degree of 

resemblance of the block with the adjacent blocks is not huge, it is 

supposed that the closest match codeword of the existing block may 

be closer to the codeword‟s of the adjacent blocks. For instance, if 

one of the two adjacent blocks codeword‟s index is „N‟, the nearest 

match codeword of the block to be encoded exist between (N-J) th 

codeword and (N+J) th codeword in the codebook, where J is any 

random number. Hence the index is coded in  bits. This 

scheme is dependent on the property present in the codebook design 

utilizing LBG algorithm with splitting approach. In the splitting 

method, huge size codebook is produced by dividing each codeword 

of the lesser codebook into two. At all the time, the size of the 

codebook is in powers of two (2M  2(M+1)). Therefore, two similar 

image blocks may have equal closest match codeword in Jth position 

at codebook of size 2M and at codebook of size 2(M+1). By utilizing the 

real index value, other non-similar blocks are encoded. In this 

approach, predicting the similarity of a block with its left and higher 

blocks is not necessary to encode the index of the block. To facilitate 

this scheme, the coding index is compared with preceding indices 

based on the given SO in Fig.2 and SR is fixed as 2. Let  be 

the SO and  be the indices 

values of the SO = 1, 2, …, 12. The following steps are used to 

encode VQ index. 

 

1 Get the first index generated by the VQ encoder and transmit as 

such. 

2. Get the next index generated by VQ Encoder. Compare this index 

with the previous indices according SO 

3. if SO = 1, code it as “00” and go to the step 2 

else 

if SO = 2, code it as “01” and go to the step 2 

else go to the next step. 

 

 

4 if index value ≤ (ind_val (SO = 1) + J) and 

index value ≥ ─ (ind_val (SO = 1)+J) 

{ if ind_val (SO =1) = ind_val (SO=2) 

code it as “10” followed by log (2 * ) 2 J bits 

else 

code it as “100” followed by log (2 * ) 2 J 

bits. } 

go to step 2. 

else 

if index value ≤ (ind_val (SO = 2) + J) and 

index value ≥ ─ (ind_val (SO = 2)+J) 

code it as “101” followed by log (2 * ) 2 J bits 

and go to step 2. 

else 

code it as “11” followed by its original index and 

goto step 2. 

 

Decoding of the compressed indices is completed by reversing the 

above given coding steps.  

3.2 Construction of Residual Codebook (RC) 
Residual codebook  is built using absolute 

error values produced by VQ technique. For the creation of residual 

codebook, the least similar image blocks that are found in the 

codebook are considered. In the reconstructed image, the distortion is 

raised by the least similarity blocks compared to the high similarity 

blocks. Residual codeword (  for a least resemblance image block 

is generated by comparing it with its nearest match codeword. The 

group of residual codeword‟s  is called residual 

codebook. Resemblance of an image block x with its nearest match 

codeword Yi is decided depended on minimum distortion rule (α) 

which exists between them. In an image block, if the mean square 

error (α) is higher than a predefined threshold value (σ), then the 

block is considered to be less resemblance block. 

Let  be a k-pixels image block and 

 be a k-pixels nearest match codeword, then the α is 

defined as: 

 (1) 

 

The steps used for building residual codebook are given below. 

Step1: An image which is to be compressed is decomposed into 

a set of non-overlapped image blocks of 4x4 pixels. 

Step 2: A codebook is generated for the image blocks using 

LBG algorithm. 

Step 3: Pick up the next codeword from the codebook C and 

find its all closest match less similarity image blocks(X) found out 

using (1) from the given set of image blocks and construct residual 

codeword  using the following equation. 

 

 (2) 

 

where k denotes the number of elements in the codeword  and the 

image block  respectively and m represents the number of least 

resemblance image blocks that are nearer to the codeword . 

 

Repeat the step 3 until all the codeword‟s are processed in the 

codebook. The residual values of the unhandled bits are determined 

from adjacent residual values using the following steps. 
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where pv (*) is the pre determined value of the equivalent bit in the 

residual sign bit plane and rrv (*) is the particular reconstructed 

residual value of the bit in the residual sign bit plane.  

 

Once the residual codeword created, all the value nearer to the match 

codeword is added in the block. As the residual sign bit plane for all 

image block consists only 8 bits, alternative residual values in the 

residual codeword  are dropped and it also minimizes the cost of 

storing residual codebook. The dropped residual values are 

determined from the adjacent residual values as specified above. 
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Fig. 3 Bits encircled are used for prediction 

 

The main drawback of the LBG algorithm is that it consumes more 

time to generate the codebook and the next drawback is that each 

image has to allocate one individual codebook for encoding, which 

requires large storage space. To overcome these drawbacks, Modified 

Fuzzy Possibilistic Clustering C-Means Algorithm using Repulsion is 

used in this paper. 

3.3 Proposed Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic 

Clustering C-Means Algorithm using Repulsion 

to Replace LBG 

3.3.1 Fuzzy Possibilistic Clustering Algorithm 

The fuzzified version of the k-means algorithm is Fuzzy C-Means 

(FCM). It is a clustering approach which permits one piece of data to 

correspond to two or more clusters and extensively used in pattern 

recognition. This approach is an iterative clustering approach that 

brings out an optimal c partition by reducing the weighted inside 

group sum of squared error objective function JFCM: 

 

 (3) 

In the equation X = {x1, x2,...,xn} ⊆ Rp is the data set in the p-

dimensional vector space, the number of data items is symbolized as 

p, c denotes the number of clusters with 2 ≤ c ≤ n-1. V = {v1, v2, . . . 

,vc} is the c centers of the clusters, vi denotes the p-dimension center 

of the cluster i, and d2(xj, vi) denotes the space between object xj and 

cluster centre vi. U = {μij} symbolizes a fuzzy partition matrix with 

uij = ui (xj) is the degree of membership of xj in the ith cluster; xj is 

the jth of p-dimensional calculated data. The fuzzy partition matrix 

satisfies: 

 (4) 

 (5) 

 

m is a weighting exponent parameter on each fuzzy membership and 

establishes the amount of fuzziness of the resulting classification; it is 

a fixed number higher than one. Under the constraint of U the 

objective function JFCM can be reduced. Consider the value of JFCM 

with respect to uij and vi and zeroing them respectively, is compulsory 

but not adequate circumstances for JFCM to be at its local extrema will 

be as the following: 

 

 (6) 

 (7) 

 

In noisy atmosphere, the memberships of FCM do not always 

correspond well to the extent of belonging of the data, and may be 

incorrect. This is mainly because the real data unavoidably engages 

with some noises. To recover this disadvantage of FCM, the 

constrained circumstance (5) of the fuzzy c-partition is not 

considered to obtain a possibilistic kind of membership function and 

PCM for unsupervised clustering is proposed. The component created 

by the PCM belongs to a intense region in the data set; each cluster is 

free from the other clusters in the PCM strategy. The following 

formulation is the objective function of the PCM. 

 

 

(8) 

where 

 (9) 

is the scale parameter at the ith cluster, 

 
(10) 

 

denotes the possibilistic typicality value of exercised model xj 

belong to the cluster i. m ∈ [1,∞] is a weighting aspect said to be the 

possibilistic parameter. PCM is also depending on initialization 

distinctive of other cluster approaches. The clusters always will not 

have more mobility in PCM approaches, as all data point is 

categorized as only one cluster at a time rather than all the clusters 
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concurrently. Consequently, a suitable initialization is necessary for 

the algorithms to converge to almost global minimum.  

 

The characteristics of both fuzzy and possibilistic c-means 

approaches is incorporated. Memberships and typicalities are very 

significant factors for the correct attribute of data substructure in 

clustering difficulty. As a result, an objective function in the FPCM 

based on the memberships and typicalities is characterized as below: 

 

 (11) 

with the following constraints : 

 (12) 

 (13) 

 

The result of the objective function can be attained by an iterative 

approach where the degrees of membership, typicality and the cluster 

centers are revised with the equations as follows. 

 

 (14) 

 

 (15) 

 

 (16) 

 

PFCM assembles memberships and possibilities concurrently, along 

with the common point prototypes or cluster centers for all clusters. 

Hybridization of possibilistic c-means (PCM) and fuzzy c-means 

(FCM) is the PFCM that frequently ignores many difficulties of 

PCM, FCM and FPCM. The noise sensitivity flaw of FCM is 

eliminated by PFCM, which avoids the concurrent clusters difficulty 

of PCM. But the estimation of centroids is influenced by the noise 

data. 

3.3.2 Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means Technique 

(MFPCM) 

Objective function is very much necessary to enhance the quality of 

the clustering results. Wen-Liang Hung presented a new 

methodology called Modified Suppressed Fuzzy c-means (MS-

FCM), which significantly develops the performance of FCM due to 

a prototype-driven learning of parameter α [19]. Exponential division 

potency between clusters is the base for the learning practice of α and 

is revised at each of the iteration.  The parameter α can be calculated 

as 

 (17) 

 

In the above equation β is a normalized term so that β is chosen as a 

sample variance. That is, β is defined: 

 

 

 

But the remark which must be pointed out here is the common value 

used for this parameter by all the data at each of the iteration, which 

may induce in error. A new parameter is added with this which 

avoids this frequent value of α and changes it by a new parameter like 

a weight to every vector. Or every point of the data set possesses a 

weight in relation to every cluster. Consequently this weight permits 

to have a better classification especially in the case of noise data. The 

following equation is used to compute the weight. 

 

 (18) 

 

In the previous equation wji represents weight of the point j in 

relation to the class i. In order to alter the fuzzy and typical partition, 

this weight is used. The objective function is comprised of two terms.  

The first one is the fuzzy function and utilizes a fuzziness weighting 

exponent, the second one is possibililstic function and utilizes a 

classic weighting exponent. It enables a quicker decrement in the 

function and enhances in the membership and the typicality if they 

tend toward 1 and diminish the degree when it tend toward 0. This 

grouping is to add weighting exponent as exhibitor of space in the 

two objective functions. The objective function of the MFPCM can 

be given as follows: 

 

 (19) 

U = {μij} represents a fuzzy partition matrix, is defined as: 

 (20) 

 

T = {tij} represents a typical partition matrix, is defined as: 

 

 (21) 

 

V = {vi} represents c centers of the clusters, is defined as: 

 

 (22) 

 

The main disadvantage of the MFPCM is the fact that the objective 

function is truly reduced only if all the centroids are identical. The 

typicality of a cluster is based only on the space between the points to 

that cluster. To overcome this disadvantage and to improve the 

estimation of centroids, typicality and to lessen the undesirable effect 

of outliers, this algorithm is combined with repulsion. 

3.3.3 Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means with Repulsion 

In this approach Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means with 

Repulsion was proposed to reduce the drawbacks associated with the 

MFPCM and to improvise the clustering efficiency.  

This approach focuses to reduce the intracluster distances while 

increases the intercluster distances, without implicitly using the 
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constraint, but by adding a cluster repulsion term to the objective 

function. 

  

(23) 

 

Where γ is a weighting factor, and  satisfies: 

 (24) 

The repulsion term is significant if the clusters are nearer. With 

increasing space it becomes lesser until it is compensated by the 

attraction of the clusters. If the clusters are adequately spacious, and 

the inter-cluster space reduces the attraction of the cluster can be 

compensated only by the repulsion term. 

Minimization of objective function with respect to cluster prototypes 

leads to: 

 (25) 

 

Singularity occurs when one or more of the distances d2(vk, vi) = 

0 at any iteration. In such a case, cannot be calculated. When this 

happens, assign zeros to each nonsingular class (all the classes except 

i) and assign 1 to class i, in the membership matrix U. An alternative 

repulsion term for (23) was also suggested by the same authors, in 

order to minimize the objective function: 

 

 

(26) 

 

The weighting factor γ is generated to stabilize the attraction and 

repulsion force that is reducing the intradistances within the clusters 

and increasing the interdistances among the clusters.  

The difficulty in unidentified bounds of the weighting feature is 

related to cluster validity techniques. Cluster validity gives the better 

partition created by a clustering approach. The general way of 

calculating the validity is the amount of intracluster distances, over 

the least amount of the intercluster distances. This is known as the 

Xie-Beni index vXB, and is given as: 

 (27) 

 

A good  pair should produce a small value of (27) because   

is expected to be high when  and well-separated ‟s will 

produce a high value.  

3.4 The Proposed Algorithm 
The proposed scheme combines compression of VQ indices and 

Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means with Repulsion. The steps 

used in this compressor are as follows 

 

1. An image which is to be compressed is decomposed into a set 

of non-overlapped image blocks of size 4x4 pixels. 

 

2. A codebook is generated for the image blocks using Modified 

Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means with Repulsion. 

 

3. Construct a Residual Codebook (as described in section 3.4) 

for those image blocks (less similarity blocks) whose α is greater than 

σ . 

4. Pick the next image block (current block) and find its closest 

match codeword in the codebook. Calculate mean square error α for 

the image block using equation (1) and index of the codeword is 

encoded using VQ indices compression scheme presented in section 

3.1. 

5. if (α ≤σ ), the current block is encoded as “0”. 

else 

the current block is encoded as “1” followed by interpolated 

residual sign bit plane which is computed as described in section 3.2. 

 

6. Repeat the step 4 until no more blocks exist in the image. 

 

The compressed images decoded by reversing the all previously 

explained steps and residual block is reconstructed and added for all 

less resemblance block as illustrated in section 3.2. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
To estimate the proposed technique experiments are done on standard 

gray scale images using a Pentium-IV computer running at 1.60 GHz 

under Linux Fedora core-2. Three images of 512 x 512 pixels in size 

are used. Codebook is generated using Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic 

C-Means with Repulsion for all the methods. Codebook is also 

created with LBG [8] for better comparison result. For this scheme, a 

codebook of size 64 is used. Performance evaluation of the proposed 

approach is done using the parameters like bit rate (bits per index) 

and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) given by: 

 

 

 

where MSE (mean squared error) is defined as: 

 

 

 

where xi and yi represents the original and the encoded pixel values 

and n is the total number of pixels in an image. The bits required to 

store codebook for different threshold values ranging between 50 and 

2000 for Lena, Camera man and Pepper. 

 

The performance of proposed method is estimated with the 

existing approaches  for different gray- scale images of size  and is 

given in the table I. J is set to 4 for the proposed method. From table 

I, it can be observed note that proposed method with the Modified 

Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means with Repulsion instead of LBG has an 

enhancement in coding the VQ indices. 
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Table I. Performance of proposed method vq with codebook size 

64 using lbg, Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means, Modified 

Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means with Repulsion in coding standard 

gray scale images of size 512 x 512 each 

 

Images 
VQ 

bits/index 

LBG 

(bits/index) 

MFPCM 

(bits/index) 

MFPCM 

with 

Repulsion 

(bits/index) 

Lena 6 3.92 3.45 2.98 

Camera 

Man 
6 4.08 3.68 3.01 

Peppers 6 3.72 3.24 2.89 

 
Table II shows the comparison of the PSNR values for the Lena, 

Camera man and Pepper images of 512x512 bits for Codebook using 

LBG, Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means, Modified Fuzzy 

Possibilistic C-Means with Repulsion. 

 

Table II. Comparison of PSNR values for three standard images 

 

Images 
LBG 

(dB) 

MFPCM 

(dB) 

MFPCM 

with 

Repulsion 

(dB) 

Lena 31.60 33.45 36.86 

Camera 

Man 
30.24 34.26 37.42 

Peppers 31.44 35.74 38.27 

 
From Fig. 4 it is estimated that this approach gives PSNR values of 

36.86db, 37.42db and 38.27db for Lena, Camera man and Peppers 

respectively. From this it can be observed that the proposed approach 

produces better result than all the existing methods. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Comparison of PSNR values for three standard 

images 

 

5. CONCLUSION 
The rapid growth and development of electronic imaging in recent 

years necessitates the efficient design of an image compression 

system for providing the better image quality in different 

applications. Various image compression techniques are available in 

the literature but most of them possess certain limitations. A novel 

image compression technique is proposed in this paper which 

provides better image quality and low bit rate. This proposed 

approach is based on VQ technique and uses residual codebook to 

enhance the image quality and compression of VQ indices to reduce 

the bit rate. To generate the code book, Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic 

C-Means with Repulsion is used which improves the compression 

ratio. Experimental results on standard images show that the 

proposed scheme gives better PSNR values and low bit rate than the 

existing approaches as codebook generation is done using the 

Modified Fuzzy Possibilistic C-Means with Repulsion. As this 

proposed approach uses smaller codebook, it provides faster 

compression than the other methods. 
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